Schmidt-mode analysis of quadrature entanglement in superpositions of two-mode multiphoton states
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The Schmidt-decomposition formalism is proposed to be used for evaluation of the degree of quadrature entanglement in two-mode multiphoton states.

1. INTRODUCTION

As known, states of photons can be characterized in quantum electrodynamics either by their state vectors or by wave functions depending on variables. The simplest example is the state of a single photon with, e.g., horizontal polarization ($\mathcal{H}$). Its state vector is $|1_{\mathcal{H}}\rangle \equiv a^\dagger_{\mathcal{H}} |0\rangle$ where $a^\dagger_{\mathcal{H}}$ is the photon creation operator in the $\mathcal{H}$-mode and $|0\rangle$ is the vacuum state. The single-photon wave function of the polarization variable $\sigma$ is given by $\psi(\sigma) = \langle \sigma |1_{\mathcal{H}}\rangle = \delta_{\sigma,\mathcal{H}}$. Two-photon polarization states are characterized by two discrete polarization variables $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$, each of which can take only two “values”, $\mathcal{H}$ or $V$ (vertical). Depending on distribution of two photons between two modes $\mathcal{H}$ and $V$, biphoton states can be either entangled or not in polarization variables [1].

In addition to polarization, photons can have other degrees of freedom, such as frequencies or directions of propagation, and their wave functions can depend on the corresponding variables, discrete or continuous. Entanglement of all such biphoton states can be characterized straightforwardly by the method known as the Schmidt-mode decomposition [2–8]. In the case of multiphoton states, the number of variables grows dramatically as each photon has its own variable for each of its degrees of freedom. The case of multiphoton polarization (two-mode) states was considered recently in the work [9]. In spite of serious complications related to a growing number of polarization variables, it appears possible to find the Schmidt entanglement parameters for such states and in this way to evaluate their degree of entanglement with respect to division of pure multiphoton states for various pairs of subsystems with smaller numbers of photons. As a whole, the Schmidt-mode analysis appears to be a very powerful method of entanglement characterization for both biphoton and multiphoton states with respect to the photon’s polarization, frequency and angular variables.

A very different approach to analyzing entanglement of photons is related to modeling their states by the states of equivalent oscillators with wave functions depending on continuous quadrature variables [10] (see definitions in the following section). Such description gives rise to the concept of entanglement in continuous quadrature variables. This is a very popular topic of investigations and there are many works on this subject [11–18]. But it seems that there were no attempts to apply the ideas of the Schmidt-mode decomposition to analysis of quadrature entanglement in biphoton and multiphoton states. Development of this approach is the main goal of this work. As shown below, the quadrature representation of two-mode states of photons appears to be a very appropriate object for fruitful application of the Schmidt-mode analysis.

2. SINGLE-MODE QUADRATURE VARIABLES AND WAVE FUNCTIONS.

Let $a^\dagger$ and $a$ be the quantum-electrodynamic (QED) creation and annihilation operators of a photon in some given mode. Then, the photon quadrature variables for this mode are defined as

$$x = \frac{a + a^\dagger}{\sqrt{2}} \quad \text{and} \quad p = -i \frac{a^\dagger - a}{\sqrt{2}} = -i \frac{d}{dx}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

These definitions provide a transition from the QED description of photon states to their oscillator representation [10]. In this representation the continuous dimensionless variable $x$ is the oscillator coordinate, and its wave functions $\psi_n(x)$ ($n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$) obey the equation

$$\frac{1}{2} \left( -\frac{d^2}{dx^2} + x^2 \right) \psi_n(x) = \left( n + \frac{1}{2} \right) \psi_n(x),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where

$$\psi_n(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2^n n! \sqrt{\pi}}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{2}} H_n(x),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

and $H_n(x)$ are the Hermite polynomials; defined in this way, the oscillator wave functions $\psi_n(x)$ are normalized and orthogonal to each other

$$\int dx \psi_n(x) \psi_{n'}(x) = \delta_{n,n'}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The $n^{th}$ levels of the oscillator correspond to the $n$-photon QED states $|n\rangle = (a^\dagger)^n |0\rangle$. In other words, in terms of quadrature variables, the $n$-photon states
are characterized by the oscillator wave function \( \psi_n(x) \). The ground state of the oscillator and its wave function \( \psi_0(x) \) correspond to the vacuum state in the chosen mode \( \ket{0}_m \) (whereas in the QED picture \( \ket{0} \) means usually “no photons in any modes at all”).

A general form of the quadrature wave function of an arbitrary state of photons in the given mode has the form

\[
\Psi_{\text{Sch}}(x) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} A_n \psi_n(x),
\]

with the expansion coefficients \( A_n \) obeying the normalization condition \( \sum_n |A_n|^2 = 1 \).

The form (5) of the quadrature wave function corresponds to the Heisenberg representation in which wave functions do not depend on time and all the time dependencies are present in operators like that of the electric field strength. The situation is reversed in the Schrödinger representation where the wave function is replaced by

\[
\Psi_{\text{Sch}}(x; t, \vec{r}) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} A_n e^{i n (\omega t - \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r})} \psi_n(x),
\]

where \( \omega \) and \( \vec{k} \) are the photon’s frequency and wave vector.

3. TWO-MODE QUADRATURE VARIABLES AND WAVE FUNCTIONS.

Let us consider now the case of two orthogonal modes and two-mode states and wave functions. Specifically, these modes can be characterized by different orthogonal polarizations, e.g., the horizontal \( H \) and vertical \( V \) ones. Alternatively, the modes can correspond to two different propagation directions, or two different frequencies of photons. By returning to two polarization modes, let frequencies \( \omega \) and wave vectors \( \vec{k} \) of all photons in these modes be identical. Let the quadrature variables in the \( H \)-mode be the same as previously,

\[
x = \frac{a_H + a_H^\dagger}{\sqrt{2}} \text{ and } p = -i \frac{a_H - a_H^\dagger}{\sqrt{2}} = -i \frac{\partial}{\partial x},
\]

and in the \( V \)-mode be given by

\[
y = \frac{a_V + a_V^\dagger}{\sqrt{2}} \text{ and } q = -i \frac{a_V - a_V^\dagger}{\sqrt{2}} = -i \frac{\partial}{\partial y}.
\]

With the quadrature wave function in both modes taken in the general form of the type (6), the two-mode wave function is given by

\[
\Psi_{\text{Sch}}(x, y; t, \vec{r}) = \Psi_{\text{Sch}}(x; t, \vec{r}) \Psi_{\text{Sch}}(y; t, \vec{r}) = \sum_{n_H, n_V=0}^{\infty} A_{n_H} B_{n_V} e^{i(n_H + n_V)(\omega t - \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r})} \psi_{n_H}(x) \psi_{n_V}(y)
\]

with \( \sum_{n_H} |A_{n_H}|^2 = \sum_{n_V} |B_{n_V}|^2 = 1 \).

A special class of such two-mode quadrature wave functions is that of stationary states. Such states and wave functions arise in the cases of a given finite total number of photons in two modes, \( n_H + n_V = N \). In this case the two-mode wave function (9) takes the form

\[
\Psi_{\text{Sch}}^{(N)}(x, y; t, \vec{r}) = e^{iN(\omega t - \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r})} \Psi_{\text{Hsb}}^{(N)}(x, y),
\]

where

\[
\Psi_{\text{Hsb}}^{(N)}(x, y) = \sum_{n=0}^{N} C_n \psi_n(x) \psi_{N-n}(y),
\]

with

\[
C_n = A_n B_{N-n}
\]

and the normalization conditions for \( A_n \) and \( B_n \) replaced by \( \sum_{n=0}^{N} |C_n|^2 = 1 \).

4. QUADRATURE ENTANGLEMENT AND SCHMIDT-MODE ANALYSIS

In the case of the general-form two-mode wave function (9) its dependence on two variables \( x \) and \( y \) is factorized and, hence, with respect to quadrature variables this state is disentangled. For entanglement the coefficients \( \{ A_n \} \) and \( \{ B_n \} \) in the expansions of Equation (9) have to be correlated with each other in some way. One way of correlations between these coefficients occurs in the case of stationary states (11) and is given by Equation (12).

As for the degree of entanglement, as known, for states with wave functions depending on two variables their entanglement can be straightforwardly evaluated in terms of the Schmidt modes and Schmidt decompositions. It’s known also that the Schmidt modes can be found from integral equations, kernel of which is given by the wave function of two arguments itself. For an arbitrary wave function \( \Psi(x, y) \) equations for adjoint Schmidt modes \( \phi_n(x) \) and \( \chi_n(y) \) are given by

\[
\int dy \Psi(x, y) \chi_n^*(y) = \sqrt{\lambda_n} \phi_n(x),
\]

\[
\int dx \Psi(x, y) \phi_n^*(x) = \sqrt{\lambda_n} \chi_n(y)
\]

For the quadrature wave function of the stationary state (11), because of orthogonality of the oscillator eigenfunctions (28), the adjoint Schmidt modes are \( \phi_n = e^{\varphi_n/2} \psi_n(x) \) and \( \chi_n = e^{\varphi_n/2} \psi_{N-n}(y) \), where \( \varphi_n \) is the phase of \( C_n \). In this case the expression (11) for the wave function \( \Psi_{\text{Sch}}^{(N)}(x, y) \) represents itself the Schmidt decomposition of this wave function with the decomposition coefficients \( \sqrt{\lambda_n} = |C_n| \).

As known, in terms of the Schmidt decomposition and its parameters, the degree of entanglement of bipartite states can be characterized by the Schmidt entanglement.
parameter $K$ defined as the inverse sum of squared parameters $\lambda_n$. The case $K = 1$ corresponds to disentangled states. In other cases the difference $K - 1$ can be considered as the measure of entanglement. For the stationary two-mode quadrature states (11) this definition yields

$$K = \frac{1}{\sum_n \lambda_n^2} = \frac{1}{\sum_{n=0}^{N}|C_n|^4}. \quad (14)$$

With normalization of the constants $C_n$ taken into account, it’s clear from Equation (13) that the entanglement parameter $K$ is maximal if all constants $C_n$ are equal to each other and equal to $C_n = 1/\sqrt{N+1}$ which gives $K_{\text{max}} = N + 1$. Thus, the maximal degree of the quadrature entanglement of the state (11) equals $K_{\text{max}} - 1 = N$, and grows linearly with growing number of terms in the superposition (11). For comparison, as found in the work [9], the maximal achievable degree of polarization entanglement in the state $|n_H, (N-n)_V\rangle$ equals approximately $\sqrt{N}$, i.e. it grows much slower with growing $N$ than the degree of quadrature entanglement in the state (11).

Another special class of states with equally high quadrature entanglement is that with the non-stationary two-mode quadrature wave function of the form

$$\Psi(x, y) = \sum_n C_n e^{2i(n-xk)\psi_n(x)\psi_n(y)} \quad (15)$$

with $C_n = A_n B_n$ and $\sum_n |C_n|^2 = 1$. This sum can be considered again as the Schmidt decomposition with the pairs of Schmidt modes $\{e^{in(\omega t-\vec{k}r)+i\varphi_n/2}\psi_n(x), e^{in(\omega t-\vec{k}r)+i\varphi_n/2}\psi_n(x)\}$, with $\varphi_n$ representing phases of the coefficients $C_n$, and with the Schmidt entanglement parameter $K$ given by

$$K = \frac{1}{\sum_n |C_n|^4}. \quad (16)$$

Evidently, with sufficiently large number of non-zero terms in the wave function (15) and, consequently, sufficiently small values of $|C_n|^2$, the degree of quadrature entanglement determined by the parameter $K$ of Equation (16) can be very high.

Note also that in the QED notations the wave function (16) corresponds to the state vector

$$|\Psi\rangle = \sum_n C_n (a_H^\dagger)^m (a_V^\dagger)^n |0\rangle \quad (17)$$

In terms of wave functions with polarization variables each $n^{th}$ term in this sum corresponds to a function of $2n$ polarization variables $a_H^\dagger$ and $a_V^\dagger$ with $1 \leq i \leq n$ (one variable per one photon). The sum of wave functions with different numbers of variables makes impossible application to such states of the Schmidt-decomposition method. In contrast, the quadrature wave function of the same state (15) remains the function of only two arguments, $x$ and $y$, at any number of terms in the sum over $n$, which makes the Schmidt-mode analysis perfectly applicable. In other words in the cases of two-mode multiphoton states their quadrature description represents a much more appropriate object for their Schmidt-mode characterization than the polarization-variable representation.

5. EXAMPLES

1. Quadrature entanglement of single-photon and vacuum two-mode states.

$$|\Psi\rangle = \cos \alpha |0_H, 1_V\rangle + \sin \alpha |1_H, 0_V\rangle \equiv a_H^\dagger |0\rangle, \quad (18)$$

where $a_H^\dagger$ is the QED creation operator for a photon with the polarization turned for the angle $\alpha$ with respect to the horizontal direction. The quadrature-variable wave function of the state (18) is given by

$$\Psi(x, y) = \cos \alpha \psi_0(x)\psi_1(y) + \sin \alpha \psi_1(x)\psi_0(y) =$$

$$= \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} e^{-(x^2+y^2)/2} (\cos \alpha x + \sin \alpha y). \quad (19)$$

The degree of quadrature entanglement is

$$K^{(01)}(\alpha) = \frac{1}{\sin^4 \alpha + \cos^4 \alpha}. \quad (20)$$

The maximal value of the entanglement parameter $K^{(01)}(\alpha)$ is achieved at $\alpha = \pi/4$ and $K^{(01)}_{\text{max}} = 2$. At $\alpha = 0$ or $\pi/2$ the state (18) is disentangled, $K^{(01)}(0) = K^{(01)}(\pi/2) = 1$.

Note, that the specific positions of maximal and missing quadrature entanglement depend on the choice of two orthogonal modes in which the two-mode wave function is defined or measurements are assumed to be done. For example, if these modes would correspond to polarizations $\beta$ and $\beta + 90^\circ$, the function $K^{(01)}(\alpha)$ would have maximum and minima, correspondingly, at $\alpha = \beta + \pi/4$ and $\alpha = \beta$ or $\beta + \pi/2$. In other words, the quadrature entanglement is not invariant with respect to rotations in the polarization plane perpendicular to the photon wave vectors. Note also, that in contrast to the quadrature entanglement, entanglement in polarization variables is not defined at all in the case of one-photon states because such states are characterized by only one polarization variable of the only photon, and there is no partner-variable to be entangled with.

2. Quadrature entanglement of two-mode biphoton states (qudits).

$$|\Psi\rangle = C_1 |2_H, 0_V\rangle + C_2 |1_H, 1_V\rangle + C_3 |0_H, 2_V\rangle \equiv$$

$$\left( C_1 |a_H^\dagger|^2 + C_2 a_H^\dagger a_V^\dagger + C_3 |a_V^\dagger|^2 \right) |0\rangle, \quad (21)$$

Such states are known as qudits and they are states of the type (11). The degree of their quadrature entanglement is characterized by the entanglement parameter $K$.
of Equation (14)

\[ K_{\text{quadr}}^{\text{atr}} = \frac{1}{|C_1|^4 + |C_2|^4 + |C_2|^2}. \] (22)

Entanglement is maximal at \(|C_1| = |C_2| = |C_3| = 1/\sqrt{3} \) and \( K_{\text{pol}}^{\text{atr}} = 2 \). For comparison, for the same states but considered in polarization rather than quadrature variables, the Schmidt entanglement parameter is given by \( K_{\text{pol}}^{\text{atr}} = 2 - |2C_1C_3 - C_2|^2. \) (23)

The maximal value of \( K_{\text{pol}}^{\text{atr}} \) is \( K_{\text{pol}}^{\text{atr}} \ max = 2 \) and at \(|C_1| = |C_2| = |C_3| = 1/\sqrt{3}, \) as follows from (23), \( K_{\text{pol}}^{\text{atr}} = \frac{18}{17}, \) which corresponds to the degree of entanglement \( K_{\text{pol}}^{\text{atr}} \). The example is interesting for comparison of the polarization and quadrature entanglement that is of the state \(|1_H, 1_V\rangle\). Owing to obligatory symmetry of the corresponding polarization wave function, this state is maximally entangled, with the Schmidt parameter equal to \( K_{\text{pol}}^{(1_H, 1_V)} = 2 \). In the same time the quadrature wave function of the state \(|1_H, 1_V\rangle\) is given by a simple product of two identical single-photon wave functions \( \Psi_{\text{quadr}}^{(1_H, 1_V)}(x, y) = \psi_1(x)\psi_1(y) \). Clearly enough, this is the wave function of a disentangled state with \( K_{\text{quadr}}^{(1_H, 1_V)} = 1 \).

3. Quadrature entanglement of the two-mode squeezed-vacuum state

As known \( [20, 21] \), the two-mode squeezed-vacuum state is defined as

\[ |\Psi_{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle = \exp \left[ r \left( \hat{a}_H^\dagger \hat{a}_V e^{-2i\varphi} + \hat{a}_H^\dagger \hat{a}_V e^{2i\varphi} \right) \right] |0\rangle. \] (24)

Decomposition of this state in a series of two-mode Fock states \(|n_H, n_V\rangle\) is known also. As it was shown in the work \( [20, 21] \) (equations (3.66) and (4.39)), decomposition of the state (26) in a series of two-mode states contains only Fock states with equal numbers of photons in two modes, \( n_H = n_V \equiv n \) and, specifically, it has the form

\[ |\Psi_{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle = (\cosh r)^{-1} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \left(-e^{2i\varphi} \tanh r\right)^n |n, n\rangle, \] (25)

where \(|\tanh r| < 1\). Evidently, the state \(|\Psi_{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle\) belongs to the class of states \( |C_n^{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle \) with

\[ |C_n^{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle = \sqrt{\lambda_n} = \frac{(\tanh r)^n}{\cosh r}. \] (26)

The two-mode quadrature wave function of the state \(|\Psi_{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle\) is

\[ \Psi_{\text{quadr}}^{\text{sq.vac}}(x, y) = e^{in(2\varphi + \pi)} \sqrt{\lambda_n} \psi_n(x)\psi_n(y), \] (27)

and it represents the Schmidt decomposition of the quadrature two-mode squeezed-vacuum wave function.

As it has to be, the state \(|\Psi_{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle\) obeys the unit-normalization condition

\[ \langle \Psi_{\text{sq.vac}} | \Psi_{\text{sq.vac}} \rangle = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |C_n^{\text{sq.vac}}|^2 = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \lambda_n = \frac{1}{\cosh^2 r(1 - \tanh^2 r)} = 1. \] (28)

Note that the sum over \( n \) in the second line of this equation is the geometric progression with the common ratio \( (\tanh r)^2 < 1 \). In the following calculation of the Schmidt entanglement parameter \( K \) we will meet a similar progression but with the common ratio \( (\tanh r)^4 < 1 \).

By general rules, the Schmidt entanglement parameter of the two-mode quadrature state \(|\Psi_{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle\) is given by

\[ K_{\text{quadr}}^{\text{sq.vac}} = \frac{1}{\sum_{n=0}^{\infty} |C_n^{\text{sq.vac}}|^4} = \frac{1}{\sum_{n} \lambda_n^2} = \cosh^4 r \frac{\cosh 2r}{\sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (\tanh r)^{4n}} = \cosh 2r. \] (29)

Thus, the degree of quadrature entanglement of the two-mode squeezed-vacuum state is strongly dependent on the degree of squeezing, and for a highly squeezed state the entanglement Schmidt parameter grows exponentially with a growing extent of squeezing, \( K_{\text{quadr}}^{\text{sq.vac}} \approx \frac{1}{2} e^{2r} \) at \( r \gg 1 \).

Finally, it may be interesting to compare the derived result with the total number \( N \) of photons in the state \(|\Psi_{\text{sq.vac}}\rangle\) given by

\[ N_{\text{tot}}^{\text{sq.vac}} = \frac{2}{\cosh^2 r} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} n(\tanh r)^{2n} = \frac{2 \tanh^2 r}{\cosh^2 r(1 - \tanh^2 r)^2} = 2 \sinh^2 r = K_{\text{quadr}}^{\text{sq.vac}} - 1. \] (30)

Though the final expressions of Equations (27) and (30) are not exactly identical, in the case of strong squeezing, \( r \gg 1 \), they coincide and they are both exponentially high

\[ N_{\text{tot}}^{\text{sq.vac}} |_{r \gg 1} = K_{\text{quadr}}^{\text{sq.vac}} |_{r \gg 1} = \frac{e^{2r}}{2}. \] (31)

6. CONCLUSION

The presented general analysis and given examples indicate fruitfulness of application of the Schmidt-mode formalism for characterization of quadrature entanglement in both a few- and multi-photon two-mode states. As shown, in comparable cases there is no direct parallelism between the quadrature entanglement and entanglement in polarization variables. In some cases the quadrature entanglement can be rather high whereas entanglement in polarization variables very low, and in some other cases the situation is reversed.
A remarkable feature of two-mode quadrature wave function is that for them the Schmidt-mode analysis is equally well applicable both to states with given numbers of photons and to superpositions of states with different numbers of photons. This feature differs significantly quadrature two-mode wave functions from similar polarization wave functions. The key point for this difference is in numbers of variables. Polarization wave functions of states with different numbers of photons depend on different numbers of variables, which excludes the use of the Schmidt mode analysis for superpositions of such wave functions and such states. In contrast to this, the two-mode quadrature wave functions of any multiphoton states depend only on two variables \(x\) and \(y\), which makes arbitrary superpositions of such wave functions fully appropriate for the Schmidt-mode analysis. As shown, in the cases of superpositions of many two-mode multiphoton states, their quadrature entanglement can be very high, and the degree of entanglement grows linearly with increasing numbers of terms in these superpositions. Extremely high level of entanglement is shown to occur in the case of the two-mode squeezed-vacuum state, for which the Schmidt entanglement parameter is shown to grow exponentially with a growing degree of squeezing. Applications and aspects of experimental observations will be discussed elsewhere.
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